2011 BTCA Specialty Earthdog Results – Regular Classes

JUNIOR - JUDGE: Jim Walkington (22 pre-entries)

ELWA'S JUAN TO WIN, "Archie" Anila Rondeau
SCRUFFY SHERIDAN UD RE OA OAJ ME, "Scruffy" Jacqueline Sheridan-Moore
CENTERLINE ABSOLUTELY JILL, "Jill", Anila & Brian Rodeau
TOWZIE TYKE TAVISH, "Taz", Cassandra Becker & Alec Pearce
CH STANDISH'S FRENCH SILK, "Frenchie", Joyce Standish & Regina Maxwell & Sylvia Feeney
CH MEADOWLAKE YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN YET, "Cactus", Stephanie Sorensen & Karen Fitzpatrick

SENIOR - JUDGE: Janet Kurm (26 entries)

CH OTTERMASK HOLLYWOOD HERO ME EE NA NAJ, "Spunky", John Ruege & Rich Griswold
CH SUNKIST SOAP ON A ROPE CD RE JE NA NAJ, "Zest", Jacqueline Sheridan-Moore
CH ROVIN JANSIM SUMMER WINE SE, "Zeke", Marion F. & Melvin J. Miners
CH LINDI'S DOUBLE DOWN ON DEVON, "Vinnie", Alison & Leslie Miller
BENDYWOOD +BUD'S GOLD LEAF ME, "Little Leaf", Marta Force

MASTER - JUDGE: John Ruege (22 entries)

SUNKIST SAME SIT DIFFERENT DAY CD RA OA AX OF SE, "Ditto", Ann N Newsted
SYLVATICA'S KOSMIC KARMA AX MX JXF ME, 'Dharma', Sallie Eure Redding
GCH ROSCHEL'S MEANT TO BE NA NAJ ME, "Toby", Carolyn Schneider & John Shelley
CH ROSCHEL MAYBE I'M THE ONE SE, "Mabel", Carolyn Schneider & John Shelley
FREILANCE STARSHOT CD RA MX MXJ NF ME, "Scooterbug", Christine Sanks
SUNKIST CAN'T CATCH ME RA AX AXJ NAP OJP NF ME, "Jaldi", Valery & Michael Thompson
CH TOWZIE TYKE BRAW LAD SE, "Arnold", Wayne R & Joyce Kirn
CH BANDERSNATCH ODYSSEY AT FAIREVIEW SE, "Sadie", Margaret & Kathleen Henning
CH SUNKIST SIMON SAYS, "Simon", Brett & Danielle Barber
CH SUNKIST SPECIAL BREW RA AX AXJ ME VX TDI CG, "Geordie", Elizabeth Williams
SUNKIST STUCK ON YOU ME CGC, "Stu", Pamela & Paige Baum
CH SKYLINE ALLSPICE RN SE, "Halle", Alison & Leslie Miller
CH SUNKIST SLICE OF LIFE CD SE RA, "Bezel", Deanna J. Falk
CH SUNKIST SMALL MIRACLE RN AXP AJP NFP ME EE, "Grace", Valery & Michael Thompson
BENDYWOOD +BUD'S GOLD LEAF ME, "Little Leaf", Marta Force